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RSSBot 'v' Feed Submitter (from Submit Suite.com)
Posted by WebSolutions 4 All.co.uk - 2010/09/28 12:56
_____________________________________

Hiya,
Just curious as I'm looking for a good piece of software to submit my newly produced blogger blogs initially, I was seriously considering Feed Submitter as offered by Submit Suite.com as it looked really
good and simple to use however, since asking a couple of pre-sales questions which were posted to
them nearly a week ago, I still haven't heard back from them so from a support point of view, they are
seriously lacking.
As a result, I've been searching for other products to submit my new blogs and quite by accident, I came
across RSSBot - does anyone know how it compares with Feed Submitter - is it better, easier etc ?
I'm basically after a good blogger blog submitter for all my automated blogs of which I'm going to end up
with quite a lot ... so I need something which will do the job of promoting them, which is easy to use etc
...
FS actually have a trial download so I know roughly how it works but obviously I haven't been able to try
before I buy, RSSBot ...
Cheers
Jane
============================================================================

Re: RSSBot 'v' Feed Submitter (from Submit Suite.com)
Posted by Carty - 2010/09/29 06:03

_____________________________________

Jane, RSS Submission does help a lot. Tips to consider while choosing the best RSS submitter
How many sites does it submit to?
Are these sites having some value? Evaluate each of the site it submits and give a score to them.
Compare it then.
Does the submission last long?
Cannot really check this out but if possible, then great.
Does it require manual account creation?
What is the cost and are there any subscriptions involved or third party service requirement like
DeCaptcher and sorts?
How is the support?
Do they have a trial version?
There are the basic criteria for me while looking out for an RSS Submitter.
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Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:RSSBot 'v' Feed Submitter (from Submit Suite.com)
Posted by WebSolutions 4 All.co.uk - 2010/09/29 19:09
_____________________________________

Thanks Carty ... seems like one submits to 30 or so and the other to 200+ ...
RSSBot submits to 30 or so and Feed Submitter submits to the bigger number - FS has a trial which
looks quite good and is nearly double the price.
Trouble is, FS are really slow when it comes to support, taking nearly a whole week to reply.
RSSBot are brilliant on support - pretty fast.
On evaluating the sites they submit to - how would you go about this (me being new to RSS and all that)
?
Have trialed FS now and it submits automatically to about 25, the rest require you to enter a captcha or
press a few other buttons.
Based on all that, what do you think now Carty ?
Oh, is there ever a time when you would consider buying both pieces of software ?
Don't suppose you use either of these do you or do you have a personal favourite you could recommend
?
Sorry for being so cheeky :)
Jane
============================================================================

Re:RSSBot 'v' Feed Submitter (from Submit Suite.com)
Posted by Carty - 2010/10/06 05:13

_____________________________________

I will have to personally evaluate them both in detailed later I guess..
RSS Bot is good for beginners though, especially for the small price.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================
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Re:RSSBot 'v' Feed Submitter (from Submit Suite.com)
Posted by WebSolutions 4 All.co.uk - 2010/10/06 09:52
_____________________________________

Hi Carty,
Feed Submitter have a trial you can try out on their site submitsuite.com ... and when you submit, from
what I can see, you are submitting both your feed and your blog (if I've got it right) ?
From what I can see, their biggest downside is the ULTRA SLOW support but from my limited
knowledge, the software looks good - I'd love to hear what you think after you've looked at it :)
On a further note, are you able to offer advice on how many in RSS Bot you should submit to in one go,
how often you should submit your feed, once only, once per week, per month etc ?
i.e. when you first submit, should you tick everything and submit ?
Cheers
Jane
============================================================================
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